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UNIVERSAL TAYLOR SERIES
by Vassili NESTORIDIS

1. Introduction.
00

Let ^ dnZ71 be a power series with an € C; for each fixed z € C
n==o
denote by L (z) the set of limit points in C U {00} of the sequence of partial
sums
N

SN(z)=^anZn,N=0^^...
n=0

(see [12], [3]). Suppose, in addition, that for every z in a set E C {z € C :
00

\z\ = 1}, the series ^ dnZ71 is (C, l)-summable to a finite sum a (z) € C.
n=0

Then, according to a theorem due to J. Marcinkiewicz and A. Zygmund, the
limit set L (z) has circular structure with center a (z) for almost all z € E
(see [12], [18], Vol. II, p. 178). For works related to the above theorem the
reader is referred to [5], [6], [7], [14], [8], [9], [15].
00

Power series ^ dnZ71 having the property that, for every z in a nonn=0

denumerable set

E c { z e C : M=l},
N

all partial sums SN (z) = ^ OnZ71^ = 0,1,2,... are contained in
n=o
the union of a finite number of circumferences C\ (z) , . . . , CM(Z) (^)? are
Key words: Generic property - Overconvergence - Power series - Limit set - Rational
functions.
Math. classification: 30B - 41.
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investigated in [6], [7]. As it turned out, such series are (C, l)-summable
for every z, \z\ = 1, up to a finite set, and they are Taylor developments of
1
oo
rational functions of a special form. The simplest example is —— = ^ z71.
^—z n=o
In this example, for every z, \z\ = l,z -^ 1, it is true that SN (z) € L{z)
for all N = 0,1,2,.... More generally, for every rational function (j of the
form
M

uw

.

-^

with Aj e C, \pj | = 1, the partial sums SN (z) , N = 0,1,2,... of the Taylor
development of uj belong to L (z) for all z, \z\ = 1, up to a finite set (see
[9]).
The above considerations are closely related to a question which
was first stated by S. K. Pichorides about the characterization of rational
functions using geometric properties of the set of partial sums of their
Taylor development ([16], p. 73). More precisely, we have:
00

Question 1. — Suppose that a power series ^ Q.nZn has radius of
n=o
convergence = 1 and that for all z in a "large" set
Ec{z^C:\z\=l}
we have SN (z) € L (z) for all N = 0,1,2,.... Is then true that the series
00

Y, dnZ71 constitutes the Taylor development of a rational function?
n=0
oo

Question 2. — Suppose that a power series ^ cinZ71 is (C, l)-sumn=o
mable on a "large" set

E c { z e C : \z\ =1}
and that SN (z) € L (z) for all z e E and for all N = 0,1,2,.... Is then true
00

that the series ^ dnZ71 constitutes the Taylor development of a rational
n=o
function?
In the present paper we give a negative answer to the above Question 1. For the construction of an appropriate counterexample we use a
strengthened version of a result of Chui and Parnes concerning approximation by overconvergence (cf. [2]). Question 2 remains, as far as we know,
unanswered.
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DEFINITION 1.1. — A universal Taylor series is defined to be a
00
Taylor series ^ dnZ71, such that:
n=0

(i) For every compact set K C {z e C: \z\ > 1} with connected
complement and for every function h : K —> C which is continuous on
K and holomorphic in the interior of K, there exists a subsequence
Tm

^(^=^^^,771=1,2,...
n=0
oo

of the partial sums of the series ^ dnZ71 converging to h uniformly on K.
n=0
oo

(ii) The radius of convergence of ^ OnZ71 is exactly equal to 1.
n==0

We consider the set U of universal Taylor series as a subset of the
space H (D) of holomorphic functions in the open unit disk D endowed
with the topology of uniform convergence on compacta. Firstly, combining
Mergelyan's theorem with Baire's theorem, we prove that U is a G^-dense
subset of H(D). In particular, we have U ^ 0 and the existence of a
plethora of universal Taylor series follows from this fact.
Secondly, we study some properties of universal Taylor series. We
show that they are especially universal trigonometric series in the sense of
00

D. Menchoff (cf. [13], [I], p. 439); this means that, if ^ dnZ71 is a universal
n=o
Taylor series, then, for every measurable function h on the unit circle T,
00

there exists a subsequence of partial sums of ^ cinZ71 converging to h
n=o
almost everywhere on T.
It is also true that every Taylor series with radius of convergence
greater than or equal to 1, can be expressed as the sum of two universal
Taylor series.
Finally, we prove that every universal Taylor series is never the Taylor
development of any rational function. Thus, every universal Taylor series
serves as a counterexample to Question 1. In addition, we show that every
universal Taylor series is not (<7, l)-summable at any point z C C with
\z\ = 1, and that it cannot be continuously extended to the closed unit
disk. More generally, any universal Taylor series does not belong to the
Hardy space H1 (D).
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2. Existence of universal Taylor series.
In this section we consider the set U of universal Taylor series as a
subset of the space H (D) of holomorphic functions in the open unit disk
D with respect to the usual topology of uniform convergence on compacta.
We prove that U is a countable intersection of open dense sets. Since H (D)
is metrizable complete space, U is a dense G^-set. In particular, ( 7 ^ 0 ,
which automatically guarantees the existence of universal Taylor series.
LEMMA 2.1. — There exists a sequence of infinite compact sets
Km C {z € C : \z\ > 1}, m = 1,2,... with connected complements, such
that the following holds: every non-empty compact set K C {z^.C: \z\ >!}
having connected complement is contained in some Km'
Proof. — Let K C {z E C : \z\>l} be a non-empty compact set
having connected complement. If K is finite, then we can easily find an
infinite compact set K ' containing K with the same properties. Thus, we
can assume that K is infinite. Obviously, there exists a natural number n,
such that
K c { z e C : 1 ^ \z\ <n}.
Since 0 and n + 1 belong to the complement of K, which is connected, we
can join them by a simple polygonal line F lying in the complement of K
and having vertices with rational coordinates. The set of such polygonal
lines is countable. The distance of F from K is strictly positive. Thus, we
can find a natural number 5, such that K C L(n, r, 5), where
L (n, r, s) := \z e C : 1 < \z\ < n, dist (z, F) ^ \.
s
I
)
One can check that L (n, F, s} are infinite compact sets having connected
complements. Since the set of L(n,YysYs is countable, an enumeration
of the elements of this set gives the sequence Kmi'm = 1,2,... with the
desired properties.
D
We fix now a sequence Km^rn = 1,2,... as in Lemma 2.1. Let
f^j == 1,2,... be an enumeration of all polynomials having coefficients
with rational coordinates. For / € H (D) and n € Z, n > 0, we denote by
Sn (/) the n— th partial sum of the Taylor development of /. Moreover,
for any integers m, j, s, n with m > 1, j > 1,5 > 1 and n > 0, we denote by
E (m, j, s, n) the set
E(m,^,n):=Le^(JD): sup \Sn {g) (z) - f, (z)\ < 1 } .
I

zEKm

s

)
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(We remind that U C H {D) denotes the set of universal Taylor series.)
LEMMA 2.2. — U can be written as follows:

u

00

00

00

00

77 5

= n nn u^ ^' '")m==lj==ls==l n=0

Proof. —

The inclusion U C ("1

n n U

E

{^3^,n) follows

m=l j=l s==l n=0

obviously from the definitions of U and E (m,^', 5, n). Let

€

/ n nn u^771'^'");
00

00

00

00

m=l j=l s=l n=0

We shall show that / € U.
Let jFC C { ^ € C : [ ^ | > 1 } be a non-empty compact set having
connected complement and h : K —> C a function, which is continuous
on K and holomorphic in the interior of K. Let e > 0 and v a natural
number. We have to determine N > z/, such that
SMp\SN(f)(z)-h(z)\<e.
zGK

By Mergelyan's theorem (cf. [17]) there exists a polynomial fj,j = 1,2,...
having coefficients whose coordinates are both rational, such that
SMp\h{z)-f,{z)\<^.
zeK
^

We can also assume that fj (0) 7^ / (0).
There exists a compact set Km, m = 1,2,... given by Lemma 2.1, such
00

that K C Km' For any natural number s we have / C U E(m,j,s,n).
n=o
Thus, there exists an integer ris > 0, such that
SUp \S^{f)(z)-f,(z)\<1.
Z^Km

s

If the sequence ris,s = 1,2,... possesses a bounded subsequence, then
there is an integer A > 0 with ris = A for infinitely many s. On Km
we get S\ (/) = fj. Since the set Km is infinite, we obtain S\ (f) = fj,
which contradicts to the assumption fj (0) 7^ /(O). Hence, the sequence
ris.s = 1,2,... converges to +00 and we can determine an s, such that
1
e
,
— < — and rig > v.
s
2
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As we have sup \h (z) - fj {z)\ < e. sup \Sn, (/) (z) - fj (z)\<l<
zEK

^

s

z^Km

. and K C Km, the triangular inequality implies
sup\SnAf)(z)-h(z)\<e
zeK
and rig > v. This proves that condition (i) of Definition 1.1 is fulfilled.
Since / e H (£)), the radius of convergence R of the Taylor development of / satisfies R > 1. Let ZQ e C with \ZQ\ = 1. The compact set
K = {zo} C {z € C : \z\ >_ 1} has connected complement. Thus, by making
use of (i), we deduce that the limit set L (zo) is equal to C U {00} and the
Taylor development of / at z = ZQ diverges. This shows that R = 1 and
that condition (ii) of Definition 1.1 is satisfied too. Consequently, / C U,
which completes the proof of our lemma.
D
LEMMA 2.3. — For every integer m > l,j > 1,5 > 1, and n > 0,
the set E (m, j, 5, n) is open in the space H (D) .
Proof. — Let / € E (m,j, 5, n). Then we have
SUp \Sn(f)(z)-f,{z)\<1.

zeKm
s
Let M := sup {\z\: z € Km}; Then 1 <, M < +00. We set now:
^_^-sup.e^l^(/)(^)-/.(^)l^^
Y, 2^ M^
\=Q

Suppose that g € H (D) satisfies
sup \g(z)- f(z)\ < a .

M<i
We shall show that
sup \Sn(g){z)-f,{z)\<1
s

ZCKm

and therefore that g € E(m,j,s,n). This will prove that E(m,j,s,n) is
indeed open.
In fact, for z G Km, we have
\Sn (9) (Z) - fj (Z)\ < \Sn (g - f) (Z)\ + \Sn (/) (z) - f, (z)\ .
n

We write Sn (g - f) (z) = ^ b^. Since sup \g (z) - f (z)\ < a, we get
A=0

\z\<^

x

\b\\ < 2 a. For z € Km we obtain
Y,b^ < a . J^^M^.
\=o
.\=o
J
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Hence,
sup \Sn {g) (z) - /, (z)\ < a. f^ 2XMX + sup |5n (/) (z) - f, (z)\=1
z€Km

[^Q

J

^K^

5

and the proof is completed.

D

LEMMA 2.4. — For every integer m > l,j > 1 and 5 > 1, the set
00

(J E (m,j, 5, n) is open and dense in the space H (D) .
n=0

Proof. — By Lemma 2.3 the sets £'(m,j,5,n), n = 0,1,2,... are
00

open. Therefore the same is true for the union |j £'(m,j,s,n). We shall
n=o
prove that this set is also dense.
Let / € H (D), L C D be a non-empty compact disk and e > 0. It
suffices to find n > 0 and a g e E (m, j, s, n), such that
snp\f(z)-g(z)\<e.
z^L

The sets Km and L are disjoint and the compact set Km UL has connected
complement; thus, Mergelyan's theorem can be applied to the function F
with F (z) = fj (z) on Km and F {z) = f (z) on L. We find a non-zero
polynomial g, such that
\F(z) -g(z)\ < m i n f £ , - ) on Km^L.
Moreover, we set n := deg {g) > 0. Then

Sn (g) = g, sup \Sn (g) (z) - f, (z)\ < ^6i<m

s

and
sup\f(z)-g(z)\<e.
z€L

This proves that the set |j E (m,j, 5, n) is indeed dense.
n=o

D

Remark. — Let S be an arbitrary infinite subset of {0,1,2,...}.
Then the set |j E (m,j, 5, n) is again open and dense in H (D).
n€S

PROPOSITION 2.5. — The set U of universal Taylor series is a
denumerable intersection of open dense subsets ofH(D).
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Proof. — It suffices to combine Lemma 2.2 with Lemma 2.4.

D

THEOREM 2.6. — There exist universal Taylor series and their set
U is a Gs-dense subset of the space H (D).
Proof. — The space H (D) is metrizable complete (see [11]). Thus,
Baire's theorem combined with Proposition 2.5 implies that U ^ 0 and
that U is a G^-dense set.
D
Remark. — Theorem 2.6 strengthens a result of Chui and Parnes [2].
The difference between condition (i) of Definition 1.1 and the assumption,
which was used in the paper [2], is that in (i) the compact set K may meet
the unit circle, whereas in [2] the hypothesis is : K C {z € C : \z\ > 1}. The
crucial point is namely that, if one wishes to give answers to questions like
those being formulated in the introduction, then the necessity of getting
information about the limit set L (z) in the case, in which \z\ = 1, becomes
unavoidable.
Remark. — We do not know any explicit universal Taylor series.
Nevertheless, one can use Mergelyan's theorem to provide a more constructive proof of the existence of universal Taylor series by means of a
modification of the construction presented in [2]. This alternative proof
avoids the use of Baire's theorem.

3. Some properties of universal Taylor series.
Universal Taylor series are universal trigonometric series in the sense
of D. Menchoff (cf. [13], [I], Vol. II, p. 439).
CO

PROPOSITION 3.1. — Let ^ dnZ71 be a universal Taylor series. Let
n=0

h,g : T —»• [—00,+00] be two measurable functions on the unit circle T.
Then there exists a subsequence

^( e^1? ) = E a ^ m ^ m = l - 2 -••
71=0
00

of the partial sums of the series ^ On^, such that
n=0
i

w

Re(S^(e ^-.h(e ) and Im (5^ (e^)) - g (e^),

UNIVERSAL TAYLOR SERIES
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as m —> +00, almost everywhere on T.
Proof. — There exist two sequences of continuous functions hpf :
T -> M and QN : T —> R, N = 1,2,..., such that
hN (e^) -. h (e^) and ^ (e"9) - p (e^) ,
as AT —> +00, almost everywhere on T.
Let £' be a measurable set, E C T, with Lebesgue measure |£?| = 27T,
such that, for every e110 € E, we have lim HN (e"9) = fa (e^) and
^m^ (e-) =,(e-).

Since fai and pi are continuous on T, using (i) of Definition 1.1, we
can find an integer k\ > 0, such that
|fai(^)+^i(^)-^(e^)|<l
for every i? € [1,27T - 1].
Suppose we have already defined integer numbers
0 < fci < fc2 < • • • < km-i
for some integer m > 2. Since hmi9m are continuous on T, using condition
(i) of Definition 1.1, we can determine an integer km > km-ii such that
M^+^^-^e"9)!^
for every i? €

—, 27T — — .
Lm
mJ

For every z = e^ C E\ {1}, 0 < i9 < 27r, there exists mo, such that
—
m

<

^ < 27T — — for all m > mo. Therefore we have
m

\hm (e^) - Re (5^ (e419)) | < |^ (e^) + z^ (e^) - 5^ (e^) | < llv

and
|^(e^)-Im(^(e^))|<^.
Since lim hm (e^) = h (e^) and lim ffn» (e^) = 5 (e^), it follows
TO—K30
'
'
'
TO—>00
'
'
'
'
easily that
/

lim Re (S^ (e^)) = h (e"9) and
771—^00

lim Im (S^ (e^)} = g (e^),
m—>00

for all e^ G E \ {1}. As \E\ {!}[ = 27T, we have the almost everywhere
convergence on T.
D
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Since every universal Taylor series has radius of convergence 1, the
sum of two universal Taylor series has radius of convergence greater than
or equal to 1. In fact, the converse statement is also true.
PROPOSITION 3.2. — Every Taylor series f^ ^n, dn C C, with
radius of convergence greater than or equal to 1, "can be expressed as the
sum of two universal Taylor series.
One can give a proof to Proposition 3.2 using Mergelyan's theorem
and imitating the proof of D. Menchoff in [13]. The following short proof
is due to J.-P. Kahane.
Proof. — Let f (z) == ^ ^n; then / e H(D). We consider the
n=0

homeomorphism W : H (D) -^ H(D), given by the translation W (g) :=
9 + f^ 9 ^ H (D). By Theorem 2.6 the set U of universal Taylor series is
a G^-dense subset of H (J9). The same is true for its homeomorphic image
W(U) = U + /. Since the space H (D) is metrizable complete, Baire's
theorem implies Un (U + /) ^ 0. This shows the existence of two elements
^1,^2 of (7, such that / = u\—u'2. Since -u^ belongs also to £/, we are
done.
Q
We next show that every universal Taylor series is never the Taylor
development of any rational function.
The following lemma is established in [4], Ch. XIV, p. 479, I.
00

LEMMA 3.3. — Let ^ dnZ71' denote the Taylor development of a
n=0

rational function f which is holomorphic at 0 and is assumed to be a nonpolynomiaL Denote by
N

^(^=^0^,^=0,1,2,...
n=0

the sequence of the partial sums. Let R, 0 < R < +00, denote the radius
00

of convergence of the series ^ a^ and let w be a pole of f satisfying
n==0

H = R and being of maximal multiplicity among all the poles lying on
the circle of convergence. Then
^Um^(w)=oo.

UNIVERSAL TAYLOR SERIES
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Consider the rational function

•^i^d^The partial sums SN (1) of the Taylor development of / satisfy: S^k (1) =
2fc+2 and 5'2fc+i (1) = 0- We see therefore that for an arbitrary pole w of /
we don't have in general lim SN W = oo. Furthermore, if w is assumed
N—»-|-oo

to be a pole of the highest multiplicity on the circle of convergence, then,
using the formula being established in the proof of Theorem 9 of [15], one
can prove the existence of a neighbourhood V of w, such that, for every
ZQ e V, \ZQ \ > \w\ = R, we have lim SN (^o) = co.
00

PROPOSITION 3.4. — Let ^ dnZ71 be a universal Taylor series.
oo

n=0

Then the series ^ a^z71 is not the Taylor development of any rational
n=o
function.
00

Proof. — The series ^ dnZ71 is not a polynomial because its radius
71=0
00
of convergence equals 1. According to Lemma 3.3, if ^ dnZ71 were the
n==0

Taylor development of a rational function, then for some ZQ € C satisfying

\ZQ\ = 1 we would have lim SN (zo) = oo and the limit set L (zo) would
be equal to {00}. However, since \ZQ\ = 1, condition (i) of Definition 1.1
implies L (zo) = C U {00} 7^ {oo}. This leads to a contradiction.
D
00

Remark. — Let ^ a^ be a universal Taylor series. Then there is
n=0

no ZQ € C, such that lim SN (^o) = ooN—»oo

oo

PROPOSITION 3.5. — Let ^ dnZ71, an € C, be a universal Taytor
71=0

71

series. Then ^ dnZ does not belong to the Hardy space ^(D). In
n=o
00
particular, ^ anZ71 does not extend continuously to the entire closed unit
__

71=0

diskJ}={zeC: \z\ < 1}.
Proof. — According to condition (i) of Definition 1.1 we can determine two strictly increasing sequences <n, mn, n = 1,2,... of natural numbers satisfying in < mn < <n+i for all n = 1,2,... and such that S^ (e10),
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n = 1,2,... converges to 1 uniformly on fj- < 0 < -7r and Sm^ {e^Y
z
z
n = 1,2,... converges to 0 uniformly on the same interval 6 € [ 7r , -^1
L2 2 -T
n
where SN (z) = E ^ 71=0

We obtain
rrin

-.

^TT

E l^l2lv
^/

fc=^+l

^(^-^(e^)! 2 ^

•'0

>^/^ ^(e^-s^^fde.
This last expression converges to
1 ft
27T.4

1

^^

as

n

^+oo•

Thus,
the sequence a^, n = 0,1,2,... does not belong to I2 and therefore
00
^ dnZ71 does not belong to H2 (D).
n=o

D

Proposition 3.5 implies obviously the following:
COROLLARY 3.6. —

Let ^ a^.an € C, be a universal Taylor
71=0

00

series. Then there is no subsequence of the partial sums of ^ OnZ71
71=0

converging- uniformly on the entire unit circle T = {z e C : \z\ = 1}.
Using a formula ofRogosinski (cf. [18], Vol. I, Ch. Ill, 12.16, p. 114),
E.S. Katsoprinakis proved the following:
PROPOSITION 3.7. — Let Y, anzn,an e C, be a universaJ Taylor
71=0

00

series. Then, for every ZQ e C, \ZQ\ = 1, the series ^ a^ is not (C, 1)n==o
summable to a finite sum.
Since every 7:f ^Taylor series is almost everywhere (C, l)-summable
on the unit circle (see e.g. [10]), any universal Taylor series does not belong
to the Hardy space H1 (D).
4. The counterexample.
In this section we prove that every universal Taylor series serves as a
counterexample to Question 1 stated in the introduction.
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oo

PROPOSITION 4.1. — Let ^ anZn,an € C, be a universal Taylor
n=0

series. Then we have:
00

(a) The radius of convergence of ^ dnZ"' is exactly equal to 1.
n=o
(b) For every N = 0,1,2,... and z € C, with |^| = 1, we have
N

SN {z) ^ ^ (^), where SN (z) = S ^^

aj2d L

n=0

(^)

is the limit set of

the sequence S\ (z) , A = 0,1,2,...
00

(c) The series ^ On^ is not the Taylor development of any rational
n=o
function.
Proof. — Statement (a) coincides with condition (ii) of Definition
1.1. We have already seen that condition (i) of Definition 1.1 implies that
for every z, \z\ >_ 1, the limit set L(z) equals to C U {oo}; consequently,
SN (z) C L (z) for all N = 0,1,2,.... This proves (b). Finally, Proposition
3.4 proves (c).
D
Remark. — To give a counterexample to Question 1. stated in the
introduction, it is sufficient to find a universal Taylor series, which is not
the Taylor development of any rational function. This can be done without making use of Proposition 3.4. J.-P. Kahane suggested the following
argument.
By Theorem 2.6 the set U of universal Taylor series is a G^-dense
subset of the complete metrizable space H (D). Let G denote the set of
elements of H (D) which are not holomorphically extendable to any domain
strictly containing the open unit disc D. It is known (cf. [11]) that G
contains a G<$-dense subset of H (D). By Baire's theorem we have UC\G ^ 0.
Let / € U H G; then / is a universal Taylor series and it is not the Taylor
development of any rational function because it is not extendable.
Adcnowiedg-ment. — I would like to express my gratitude to J.P. Kahane for valuable suggestions and to E. Katsoprinakis, M. Papadimitrakis, S. Ruscheweyh and M. Zinsmeister for helpful discussions.
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